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Getting Started 



“We chose Aqilla as it 
was the only on-line 
system to do precisely 
what we wanted it to - 
it just does what it 
should.” 

In order to access all users must know the correct 
company identification and enter a valid user name 

and password. 
 

Navigation  
Functions are logically grouped under a series of tabs 
displayed at the top of the screen. Within each tab the 
functions associated with the tab are listed. Any text 
shown in blue is a link (the mouse pointer will also change 
to a hand when moved over a link). Selecting a link allows 
the user to move around Aqilla based on the context of the 
link. 

For example, selecting the Enquiries tab and selecting the 
Account link displays the Account Enquiry function. 
Having selected an account to enquire on, Aqilla will 
display a list of transactions. A number of columns will 

display their data as links. Selecting one of these links 
allows the user to navigate, to drill around the data and so 
on. 

At any time the user can go back a stage by clicking on the 
blue back button positioned to the left just below the tabs 
(users should never use the browser’s back button).  

 

Alternatively the user may directly select one of the tabs to 
jump back to the top-level menu to select another function. 

The exact options that are presented to an individual user 
will depend on that person’s permissions and the 
configuration of Aqilla. Thus not all tabs and functions may 
be available in all circumstances. 

Smart Search 
Fields that are ‘Smart Search’ enabled display with a pale 
yellow background. When a user needs to enter data into a 
form that needs to be looked up from a list of valid 
responses such as an account code, customer name, or item 
description, Aqilla will normally offer a Smart Search.  

As the user types into the field, Aqilla will suggest results 
starting with the characters entered. As more characters are 
typed, the search is refined.  

When the required data is displayed, the user can select the 
row and press the Enter key (or select the searched item 
with the mouse). Whenever an account is to be selected, 
Aqilla allows the user to choose using either the code or the 
account name. 

 



 

In addition entering a ‘%’ will display the complete 
list of available values. : If the user wishes to 
conduct a wildcard search, in other words selecting 
items with the specified text located anywhere in 
the string, the user may enter a percentage character 
followed by the text required. For example to 
search for customers whose names contain “smith”, 
rather than start with “smith”, enter “%smith”.  It 
should be noted that searches are performed 
irrespective of upper or lower case text characters. 
For example, searching for “smith” will find names 
beginning with “Smith”, “SMITH”, or “smith”. 

Periods 
Periods within Aqilla are defined within the 
Configuration section. Selecting the Periods 
function displays a list of period types or profiles. 
The main period profile is defined as “Financial 
Periods”. This provides for maintenance of 

current and future fiscal calendars. Each period is 
specified with its name, fiscal year,  End Date and 
whether journals may be posted to the period.  

 

A financial year may start and finish at any point 
within the calendar and comprise any number of 
periods e.g. 4/4/5; 52; 12 or 13.  The fiscal year set 
against each period governs the automatically 
generated sequential period number. 

 

There is no special processing relating to a period end 
and multiple periods may be kept open to allow 
journals to be posted outside the current period if 
required. 

Aqilla provides for additional reporting periods. These 
may be used to group financial periods to facilitate 
quarterly reporting or calendar year reporting instead 
of financial year reporting. 

Combined Ledger 
The Aqilla ledgers are designed as a “Combined 
Ledger”. This means that the Sales, Purchase and 
General Ledger accounts are stored in a single unified 
ledger.  There are a number of advantages to this 
approach. In particular, there is no requirement to 
have sales and purchase control accounts (or the 
associated need to reconcile these against the 
individual ledgers at the end of each period). In 
addition, documents 

 

and journals can update combinations of profit and 
loss and balance sheet accounts in real time removing 
the need to interface or update subsidiary ledgers.  

Furthermore having a unified data source means that 
drilling across all types of accounts from financial 
reports is fully supported. It is not necessary to 
navigate to different parts of the application to 
enquire on data. Instead there is a single unified 
Account Enquiry function for all accounts 
irrespective of type.  

The only restriction imposed by a combined ledger is 
that account codes and names must be unique across 
all types of account (Profit and Loss, Balance Sheet, 
Debtors, & Creditors). 

Analysis & Attributes 
Aqilla provides a simple but powerful mechanism for 
adding user definable fields to virtually any document 
or form. The fields are known as Attributes and are 
normally used to capture additional analysis for 
subsequent reporting or analysis.  Validation can be 
defined against an Attribute such as defining the type 
of data, acceptable ranges, and lists of valid entries. 

Examples of Attributes could include: 

• Salesman on a Sales Invoice header 
• Colour and Size of an item on a Sales 

Invoice detail line 
• Contract Number on a Purchase Invoice line 

• Project Owner on a Project definition 

• Region on a Customer record 
 

 



Thus by limiting the fields on the screen to only the fields 
that are necessary to support the business process and by 
using the business’s own terminology, Aqilla is faster and 
much more intuitive to use. 

Invoicing, Cash Receipting & 
Debtor Management 
Aqilla has a consistent approach to document tracking from 
invoice through to payment, with clear and flexible aged 
debtor reporting, support for direct debiting and auto-
matching of invoices to cash received.  

It is possible to drill from cash payment all the way through 
to the original invoice document with one click of the 
mouse. 

 

 

Invoices and Statements can be printed or emailed directly 
to the customer.  Multiple Customers can be linked to single 
Debtor accounts to support multiple invoice addresses and 
factored accounts. 

Purchase to Pay and Accounts 
Payable 

 

Using Purchase Orders, Aqilla provides full budget and 
commitment checking, with optional Goods Matching 
including accruals and Invoice Matching. 

Alternatively, the AP process may start from receipt of 
Purchase Invoices.  

The payments process provides for flexible selection of 
proposed payments based on payment due dates and 
payment methods with the ability to select or suppress 
individual transactions from payment.  

 

“Aqilla has proved 
much more flexible 
and cost-effective than 
our previous system.” 

 



When a payment is processed, Aqilla can generate 
remittances, which can be automatically emailed to the 
supplier. A payment file may also be output for 
automated payments through BACS approved 
software vendors.  

Once again multiple Suppliers can link to a single 
Creditor account when dealing with multiple locations 
or branches. 

Multi-Currency 

Aqilla provides extensive multi-currency capabilities 
throughout its ledgers. When a ledger is set up, you 
define which currency is the base currency (e.g. Pound 
Sterling, Euro, US Dollar, Japanese Yen, etc.).  

Each transaction that is entered into the system may be 
entered in this base currency or as a foreign currency.  

When entering a foreign currency transaction, the 
currency is ascertained either by reference to the 
account being used or manually selected from a list.  

The currency exchange rate is looked up from a set of 
tables held within Aqilla or for spot rates they may be 
entered manually. 

Bank accounts can also be denominated in the base or 
a foreign currency and automatically associated for 
payments according to the currency being used or 
specific to the individual creditor or debtor. 

When an invoice is paid through the Aqilla payments 
process, the exchange rate used will have typically 
changed from the rate used when the invoice was 
received. Aqilla automatically calculates the exchange 
difference and posts the adjustment to the ledger. 

Multi-currency is not limited to sales and purchase 
ledger transactions. Any type of account can hold 

transactions in foreign currencies. For instance, it 
may be necessary to manage assets in a foreign 
currency. 

Actuals & Budgets 

Aqilla supports unlimited budget/forecast ledgers. 
These are managed as parallel ledgers or value 
dimensions to the main ledger sharing the same 
account and analysis structure. Thus budgets may 
be maintained to as much detail as the main 
ledger. 

A sophisticated Budget Entry document is 
provided for creating and maintaining budgets. 
This is also supported by an Excel add-in function 
for greater flexibility in managing the budgeting 
process. Flexible options in the Financial Report 
designer provide facilities for reporting 
comparisons of actual results against budgets. 

 

 

“We chose Aqilla as it 
was the only on-line 
system to do precisely 
what we wanted it to - it 
just does what it should.” 
 



Documents 



”With a significant 
saving in time and 
money, it has been a 
great success.” 

 

The flexibility of Aqilla means the system can be 
configured to satisfy a wide variety of bespoke 

requirements. 
 

Document Entry 
Document Entry provides the main facility for entering 
data into the system. The flexibility of Aqilla means that 
the system can be configured to satisfy a wide variety of 
bespoke requirements. Data is captured within a document 
that reflects the way an organisation operates. Because of 
this, the actual documents available to an individual user 
and the contents of a particular document will vary from 
one organisation to another.  

For instance, rather than just entering journal information 
about a sales invoice, the system can be configured to 
capture information from the original source document 
(invoices can be free form or relate to catalogue items), 
passing it through an approval process and print a hard 
copy, if required, before releasing it to the ledger.  

Other examples are: a single cash receipt document can 
summarise many cash receipts from multiple customers in 
a single step; a weekly timesheet can address multiple 
projects and activities; and a payroll summary could reflect 
the detail captured in the payroll system. At all stages the 
behaviour and impact of debits and credits are 
automatically governed by the system reducing errors and 
speeding up processing time.  

 

 

Using a comprehensive mapping definition, maintained 
within the Journal Types function, complex rules can be 
used to determine how information is passed between the 
original document and the final accounting entries. In other 
words, how information is mapped to the credit and debit 
lines such as debiting the customer account with the gross 
amount, and crediting the sales and tax accounts 
accordingly. In addition, for each line different analysis 
information may be required. 

Document status management is straightforward and easy 
to use enabling a flexible approach to processing and 
authorising. The workflow of each document can be as 
simple as posting directly from the source document to the 
ledger or used to manage series of approval processes before 
it is finally committed to the ledger. 

Document Structure 
All documents in Aqilla are structured in the same way. 
Each document consists of a document header, which holds 
data relating to the document as a whole, and one or more 
document lines. 

 

 



Document Summary 
Selecting a document type from within the Documents tab, displays a list all the 
documents of that type that are currently in progress (i.e. they have not yet been 
released or posted). By default the system displays the most recent documents 
first but the list can be re-sorted by clicking on a column heading. 

 

A drop-down list at the top of the view enables the user to filter documents by the 
document creator. Note that depending on the permissions defined, users may 
only be able to view their own documents.  A second drop-down list allows the 
user to view Memorised documents or All documents can be viewed, irrespective 
of whether they are still in progress.  

Note that instead of the all option it is normally better to use the equivalent 
document enquiry under the Enquiry tab to search through large numbers of 
documents since these enquiries provide the user with additional selection 
capabilities.  The user may select one or more lines to: Delete a document; Move 
the document through its workflow, for example, to Release or Post the 
document or select to print a sales invoice. 

Document Details 
When a document is selected from the summary view, the user is shown the 
detail view of that document. If the user has the appropriate permissions and the 
document has not yet been posted to the ledger, the user may modify the 
document. Otherwise the document is displayed in a read-only view. 

 

If the document is editable, additional lines can be inserted into the document by 
using the Add New option above the detail section. Lines may be deleted by 
selecting the lines and use the Delete option.  

Memorised and Copying 
A copy can be made of any document, which will be an exact copy except that the 
document’s date is set to the current date by default and the state of the document 
will be editable. The user may make changes to this new document before saving 
the results.  The Memorised option is a mechanism for copying documents that 
are used regularly. Such documents can be flagged so that either the Original 
document is always used as the template for the new copy or the latest Copy of the 
document is used as the template for the next copy. 

Workflow and Statuses 
Within Aqilla it is possible to define workflow for all documents to have a built in 
workflow process. By default most documents consist of a simple workflow 
enabling the user to manage transition from an Entered state to that of Released, 
Posted, or Rough Posted. Released passes the Document through to a Journal 
Control Desk which facilitates the posting behaviour to be previewed, modified, 
lines or documents removed from journals or additional documents or lines 
added. 

 

Posted means that the ledger is updated immediately. Rough Posting has a similar 
effect except that the resulting entries are marked as Rough enabling subsequent 
modification (see Rough Posting under the Journals section). Other workflows can 
be configured for the document as a whole or at the line level to add authorisation 
stages to the document. For example, Expenses and Timesheets can allow for a 
whole document or individual lines to be approved or rejected. 



“Vivamus 
et metus.” 

Miscellaneous 
This document is designed to reflect the structure of a journal and consists of a 
number of credit and debit lines. If there is any situation that cannot be handled by 
one of the other specialised documents, data can be captured through the 
Miscellaneous document. 

 

Lines entered into the miscellaneous document must balance the total credits and 
debits. If a currency is specified, the currency Rate and Currency value are enabled 
and the currency value must also balance the total credits and debits. 

Accruals 
Enter the account and amount to accrue. When posted the specified accounts will be 
debited in the current period and the Accrual account (defined in the Accrual Journal 
Type) will be credited with the total amount entered in the Accruals document. At 
the time of posting, reversal entries will automatically be posted in the following 
period. 

Prepayments 
Enter the account and amount to accrue for prepayments. When posted the specified 
accounts will be credited in the current period and the Prepayments account (defined 
in the Prepayments Journal Type) will be debited with the total amount entered in the 
Prepayments document. The values are reversed in the following period. 

Bank Transactions 
Specify the bank account that the transactions are to be entered against. The accounts 
available to this document are restricted to the accounts defined by the Bank Account 
Details function.  

 

 

The document date is used for checking that the correct period is selected. For 
each line, specify the account, transaction date, reference, description, and 
whether the amount is a Withdrawal or Deposit to the bank account. Multiple 
lines may be entered provided that they all apply to the same accounting period. 

Cash Receipts 
This document is designed for recording receipts or payments from a number of 
(i.e. more than one) customers. Users specify the Debtor account, transaction 
date, amount received, in addition to a description / reference. Once the Cash 
Receipts have been posted, the receipts should be matched against their 
associated invoices using the Transaction Matching function. 

 

Note that Cash Receipts assumes a single bank account is being used to receive 
the payments, which is defined in the Cash Receipt Journal Type. 

 

 



Expenses 
Upon selecting the Person’s name and Period Ending Date for the expense sheet 
being entered, the user may be limited by permissions as to whom they may enter 
expenses. The normal mileage rate will be displayed for the selected Person but this 
may be overridden for the current expense sheet. 

 

For each expense the user can enter the Expense Date, Expense Type, and a 
Description. Depending on the type of expense selected, different columns will be 
enabled such as allowing entry of miles instead of monetary values or reclaiming 
VAT.  

Once an expense line has been entered, it is possible to attach images of receipts and 
add further comments relating to the expense claim. The Expense Type defines what 
expense account will be used to post the expense cost. 

Weekly Timesheets 
Enter the Person’s name and the Week Commencing date for the Timesheet. Weekly 
Timesheets by default start on a Monday and the Week Commencing date will be set 
to the first Monday prior or equal to the date entered. The user may be limited by 
permissions as to whom they may enter timesheets. 

 

For each line on the timesheet enter the Project, Task, Time Type, Hours and any 
analysis worked each day of the week. 

 

Payroll 
The Payroll document provides a simple means of capturing the totals for the 
individual payroll pay elements provided by your payroll system.  

 

The Journal Types function is used to map the totals entered to the cost 
accounts in the ledger. 

Memorise and scheduled documents 
option 

Aqilla provides this feature to define transactions that are to be generated on a 
regular basis. The frequency would typically be of a time frame between 
weekly to yearly, examples being monthly pay roll, quarterly service bills and 
annual contracts. Such scheduled documents simplify data entry, can help 
reduce data entry errors and support the production of more meaningful cash 
flow analysis reports. 



”Aqilla have been fast 
to respond, easy to 
deal with, open and 
efficient - just like their 
system.” 

 

Purchase Orders 

Aqilla provides for a full Procure to Pay solution. Purchase 
Order entry allows the user to select the supplier by account 
or code or name. The system then prompts for a Document 
Date. If the purchase order is in a foreign currency, enter 
the Currency code. The Currency Rate will be looked up 
from the Currency Rate table and displayed. This rate may 
be amended as necessary. 

 

For each line of the purchase order, enter the Item 
Description, Quantity, Unit Price, VAT Rate, Date 
required, and Cost Account. Item Descriptions can be 
entered as free text or templated (i.e. looked up in the Items 
table and the details modified as needed). 

If Budget Checking has been enabled in the Company 
Information, the value of each line is checked against the 
budget ledger. The account that is checked is either the 
Cost account or, if a Commitment account has been 
defined against the Cost account, the Commitment 
account. Thus several Cost accounts can be grouped for 
budget checking into a single Commitment account. The 
default posting behaviour is: 

Hard Commitment Ledger 

Creditor account Credit Net 

Cost (Commitment) account Debit Net 

 

Goods Receipts 
Goods Receipts documents are only used if Purchase Order 
Processing is being used and Goods Receiving is enabled in 
the Company Information. 

The user can select (using a Smart Search field) the 
Purchase Order reference related to the goods being 
received. The purchase order may be searched by order 
number or supplier name. Note that the list will not include 
purchase orders that are still being entered (i.e. not yet 
released or posted). The Originator Reference is normally 
used for entering the supplier’s goods receipt reference. 

Once a Goods Receipt has been created, the view will show 
the Purchase Order lines and the quantities remaining. The 
quantities received are entered and the document posted. 
The default posting behaviour is: 

Hard Commitment Ledger Main Ledger 

Creditor account Debit Net Accruals account Credit Net 

Cost Commitment account Credit Net Cost account Debit Net 

 

Purchase Invoice Matching 
Purchase Invoice Matching is only used if Purchase Order 
processing is relevant and should be used in place of the 
Purchase Invoice documents. 

Enter the Purchase Order reference relating to the purchase 
invoice. The purchase order may be searched by order 
number or supplier name. Note that the list will not include 
purchase orders that are still being entered (i.e. not yet 
released or posted). The Originator Reference is normally 
for entering the supplier’s invoice reference. 

 

 

 



Enter the Document Date, which is normally the supplier’s invoice date, and the Due 
Date will be calculated using the Terms defined in supplier’s associated creditor 
account. The date may be overridden on the individual invoice. If the invoice is in a 
foreign currency enter the Currency code. The Currency Rate will be looked up from 
the Currency Rate table and displayed.  

This rate may be amended as necessary. Once a Purchase Invoice has been created, 
the view will show the Purchase Order lines and the quantities “Yet to Invoice”. The 
calculation of this quantity depends on the whether Goods Matching is enabled. 

If Goods Matching is enabled, the ‘Yet To Invoice’ quantity displays the difference 
between the total received through goods matching and the total invoiced. If Goods 
Matching is not enabled, the ‘Yet To Invoice’ quantity displays the difference between 
the Purchase Order Quantity and the total invoiced. The normal process is to enter 
the invoiced quantity and the system will calculate the value of the line. If any of the 
values differ on the supplier’s invoice compared to those calculated from the purchase 
order, the user may override the calculated values before posting.  

Overridden values are shown with a yellow border. Moving the mouse pointer over 
the field will display the original value calculated from the purchase order.   

If Goods Matching is enabled, the default posting behaviour is: 

Main Ledger Main Ledger 

Creditor account Credit Gross Accruals account Debit Net 

Cost account Debit Net Cost accounts Credit Net 

VAT account Debit VAT   

If no Goods Matching, the default posting behaviour is: 

Main Ledger Hard Commitment Ledger 

Creditor account Credit Gross Creditor account Debit Net 

Cost account Debit Net Cost Commitment account Credit Net 

VAT account Debit VAT   

 
 

 

Purchase Invoices & Purchase Credit Notes 
Enter the Originator Reference (typically the supplier’s invoice reference), and 
supplier code or name. If the Unique Originator Reference flag in the 
Company Information is set to Yes, the system will check that the Originator 
Reference is unique for that supplier. If you are using the unique reference 
checking but the reference is still correct, it is suggested that you append 
additional characters to the reference such as “/1” to make the reference 
unique. 

 

Enter the Document Date, which is normally the supplier’s invoice date, and 
the Due Date will be calculated using the Terms defined in the supplier’s 
associated creditor account. The date may be overridden on an individual 
invoice. 

If the invoice is in a foreign currency and a multi-currency document is being 
used, enter the Currency code. The Currency Rate will be looked up from the 
Currency Rate table and displayed. This rate may be amended as necessary. 

 



For each line of the purchase invoice, enter the Item Description, Quantity, Unit 
Price, VAT Rate, and Cost Account. Item Descriptions can be entered as free text or 
templated (i.e. looked up in the Items table and the details modified as needed). The 
amount of VAT calculated by Aqilla may differ at times to the amount calculated by 
the supplier’s invoice. In this situation, you may select the VAT figure (displayed in 
blue) and override the calculated amount. The overridden figure will be displayed in 
italics. To reset the overridden value, select the VAT figure and clear the overridden 
value. 

Sales Invoices and Sales Credit Notes 
Upon entering the Customer Code or Name, Document Date and the Due Date will 
be calculated using the Terms defined for the associated Debtor account. The date 
may be overridden on an individual invoice. If the invoice is in a foreign currency and 
a multi-currency document is being used, enter the Currency code. The Currency Rate 
will be looked up from the Currency Rate table and displayed. This rate may be 
amended as necessary. 

Standard Text is used to display additional information at the foot of the printed 
invoice such as bank account details. Standard Texts are maintained within the 
Configuration tab, one of which can be specified as the default text. The user can 
select from the available Standard Texts when creating an invoice. 

Sales Invoice (Products) 
Designed for fast data entry against a standard range of products. For each line of the 
invoice, the user needs only enter the Item Code or Description and Quantity. The 
Unit Price, VAT Rate and Sales Account will be looked up from the Item definition 
and totals calculated automatically. 

Sales Invoice (Services) 
For each line of the invoice, enter the Item Description and Quantity. The Unit Price, 
VAT Rate and Sales Account will be looked up from the Item definition.  The 
Descriptions can also be entered as free text or derived from the descriptions recorded 
in the Items table and the details modified as needed. In the standard edition the Unit 
Price, VAT Rate and Sales Account can also be overridden as required. 

 

Invoice Printing and Emailing 
Sales Invoices and Sales Credit Notes provide a 
number of options to print and dispatch 
formatted documents. The standard layout of a 
product invoice is as shown here (service 
invoices are the same but without the Item 
column): 

Each of the areas marked in red are easily 
configurable for each implementation through 
the configuration functions in Aqilla. The 
Company logo and background image are by 
default printed on top of a blue fade 
background. Company name, address and 
contact details defined in the Company 
Information function.  The Payment Terms message defined in the Terms 
function. Standard Text linked to individual invoices defined in the Standard 
Texts function. Document Footer defined in the Company Information 
function. Printing can be selected in the Summary or Detail views and creates 
the formatted document in a PDF format. In the Summary view, multiple 
documents may be selected and the following options used: 

• Print Invoices – a single PDF document is created for all the selected 
documents. This mode is designed when hard copy prints are 
required. 

• Save Invoices as PDF Documents – a separate PDF file is created for 
each document and combined into a zipped file for downloading 
locally. 

• Email Invoices – provided that an email address has been defined for 
the Customer the PDF will be attached to an email and automatically 
sent by Aqilla. 

The Summary view displays three columns on the right of the list of invoices 
to indicate the status of printing. The first column will display an icon when 
the invoice has been printed. Moving the mouse pointer over the icon will 
display the date and time it was last printed. The second column will display 
an icon if the invoice can be emailed. The third column will show an icon 
when the document has been emailed indicating whether the email was sent 
successfully or not. 

 



Journals 



” With a significant 
saving in time and 
money, it has been a 
great success.” 

 

Journal Control Desk 
The Journals functionality has two main uses: 

1. Marshaling documents that are ready to 
be posted to the ledger. This is usually the 
case where an organisation has separate 
departments responsible for creating 
documents from the accounts department 

2. Managing Rough Journals 
 
Note that documents that are posted directly from the 
Documents stage will not appear in the Journals 
function. The number of documents that are ready to 
be posted will appear as a count in the Documents 
column against the associated Journal Type.  

Selecting the journal type, or the document count, will 
display a list of documents ready to be posted to the 
ledger. The user selects which documents are to be 
incorporated into a journal. Note that all the selected 
documents will be posted to the same financial period. 
Once the documents have been selected, the Journal 
Document is displayed. 

Journals that have been created and not posted or have 
been posted rough are shown as a count against the 
applicable journal type. Selecting the Journals count 
will display the Journal List. The Rough column 
displays a count of the number of journals that are 
rough posted. 

Journals List 
The Journals List displays all journals for the selected 
journal type that have not yet been fully posted (i.e. 
they have not yet been posted or have been posted 
rough). 

 

 

Each pending journal is allocated a temporary reference 
until it has been fully posted to the ledger. If the journal is 
not to be posted immediately, a Comment may be added to 
the journal to make identification easier later.  

Selecting the reference will display Journal Document view, 
which lists the documents contained within the journal 

Journal Document 
The following options are available: 

• Add more documents to the journal 
• Preview the journal that will be posted 

• Removing documents from the journal by selecting 
one or more lines 

• Edit the document 

• Post or Rough Post the journal 
• Delete the journal (if no documents are associated 

with the journal) 
 

Note that when journals are rough posted, any changes that 
are made subsequently to any of the documents with only be 
visible in the ledger when the journal has been re-posted 
(Post or Rough Post). 

 

“Aqilla provides us with improved functionality and 
means information is more accessible. The 
procurement and implementation was very smooth, 
and the support from Aqilla is very good. We 
particularly like the improvement of having a web-
based solution.” 



Enquiries 



“An on-demand system is critical for our business, 
and Aqilla has proved to be a highly productive 
solution that has clearly saved us time. The 
software is excellent and easy to use, and the 
people at Aqilla have been fast to respond, easy to 
deal with, open and efficient - just like their 
system.” 

 

Where an active selection is in use, the triangle is 
shaded green. Clicking on the triangle breaks out or 
hides the filter selection appropriate to its current 
status. 

 

Queries can be tailored and refined to identify specific 
data, an example is shown above. Beyond selecting 
regular linked fields, users can also click on a series of 
drill buttons to select wider ‘linked entities’ existing in 
the wider database of entries. 

 

Exporting to PDF, Excel and 
CSV 
In addition to all financial documents in the system 
being viewed directly via the web browser interface, 
data in the system may be published using a web 
service in summary and detail form. Furthermore 
enquiries and report content maybe output to a PDF 
report for printing; a Microsoft Excel format 
 

spreadsheet; or a CSV file. All these formats may be 
saved or emailed as a regular attachment. 

Furthermore all data entered into the system may also 
be imported using a web service. This approach 
supports the entry and amendment of source 
documents; the updating of status information as well 
as the entry and adjustment of reference data.  

Sorting data 
Virtually all data presented in columns in Aqilla can be 
sorted on the fly in ascending, descending and entry 
sequence as shown below, in this instance the base 
values are sorted in descending sequence. Where an 
accounting value is used as the sort basis and there is a 
mix of debits and credits in the selection, the system 
will pivot the results around zero. 

 

Ledger enquiry 
A ledger enquiry is simply a query that allows the user 
filtered and specific information across a range of 
accounts. 

 

Enquires 
Aqilla provides a flexible tool for querying the data 
held within the system. Documents, accounts and 
ranges of data across multiple accounts  may be 
viewed at both a summary and detail level with that 
drill down and drill though functionality supported 
throughout to enable the original source transaction 
to be viewed on screen (with accompanying notes 
and scanned attachments where appropriate). 

The Enquiry Summary shows the list of regular 
enquiries the user has access to on a day-to-day 
basis including accounts documents, sales invoices, 
purchase invoices, bank transactions, etc.  

Filters and Additional Filters 
(Linked Entities) 
Aqilla provides the user with filters that facilitate 
the clustering and sorting of data within the system. 
These filters are available throughout the system. 
The context of such filters varies based on the 
nature of the enquiry being used. Where no filter is 
active the small triangle on the left hand side of the 
screen is clear.  

Aqilla provides a flexible tool for querying the data 
held within the system. 

 

 



Suspendisse elementum rhoncus velit. 
Nulla turpis metus, faucibus nec, 

dignissim at, cursus in, tortor.  

There are a considerable number of filter options 
provided within the Ledger Enquiry to refine the 
resulting selection. For example as shown above, data 
can be limited to a range of periods or dates as well as 
choosing whether the enquiry should include Rough 
Posted transactions. The user can also choose to filter 
information by Base value, Currency rate etc.  

Having chosen the filter options, the user can then click 

the  (run button) or press the Enter key and Aqilla 
automatically generates the data in a columnar format 
as shown below. Columns are dynamically displayed. 
In other words if there is data associated with a 
transaction in the current view, it is displayed; if there is 
not the column is suppressed. If there are more columns 
than can be displayed within the available screen space 
a horizontal scroll bar is provided. 

 

Any information highlighted in blue can then be clicked 
on to drill down for further analysis. An example here 
would be to click on an individual Transaction 
Reference to access all the transactions sharing the same 
reference, as shown below: 

 
As mentioned previously and is the case throughout the 
rest of Aqilla, by clicking on a column header, data can 
be sorted on the fly in ascending, descending and entry 
sequences. All this information can be quickly and 
easily exported (Excel, CSV file), or printed. 

Account enquiry 
An account enquiry is simply a query on and 
individual account e.g. the bank current account. 
Because of the innovative design of Aqilla the same 
tool can be used to access any type of account defined 
be they Customer, Supplier, Profit and Loss or 
Balance Sheet.  

As mentioned previously beyond the normal options 
of being able to express how much data is displayed; a 
period selection; an option to include or exclude 
allocated or unallocated items (the norm for Customer 
and Supplier accounts would be to ignore allocated 
items allowing the user to focus on those invoices and 
other transactions which are outstanding); and a 
choice to include or exclude Rough Posted documents, 
additional user defined filters can be used to refine the 
results.  

 

By clicking the Run button, the query information is 
then generated and presented n a columnar format 
showing transaction references, Base value, Due date 
and Journal numbers etc. As is the case with all 
enquiries data can be exported Excel, CSV or PDF 
format files for printing.  Any filters in use are also 
exported to provide context (appearing on the first tab 
of the exported spread-sheet, the actual data then 
appears in the second tab). 

 

 

If there is more data than be displayed down the screen, 
the results are paginated (the user can control by 
breaking out the filter control how many lines are 
displayed per page. Navigation between pages is done 
using a commonly used set of shuffle buttons which 
provide the capability to move forward and back by a 
page; jump to the first or last page or go to a specific 
page by entering the page number. 

 

For further analysis the user can then drill down on any 
particular invoice or transaction within the account by 
clicking on the transaction reference. From there if the 
user selected a drill on an account it would link to the 
new account maintaining the current filter. Clicking on 
a transaction reference would link through to either a 
Ledger or Document Enquiry inheriting once again the 
filter values and document reference selected. 

As is the case throughout the rest of Aqilla, column 
data can be sorted on the fly in ascending, descending 
and entry sequence.  

 



Transaction status 
This feature is designed to help manage documents or business commitments 
such as payments to suppliers by their status. Clicking on the Enquiry tab and on 
the Transaction Status document, selection options are then presented enabling 
queries or changes to the status of the document to made through selections such 
as Account Name, Currency, Due Date, Payment Method or State (Entered, 
Forced etc.) 

 

The information is then generated and populated in a series of columns; 
Transaction Reference, Journal Number etc. and according to the filter options.  

 

 

 

Accruals  
Provides a facility to enquire on Accrual Documents. As is the case for all the 
other Document centric enquiries within Aqilla, selecting a specific item 
provides (based on the user permission and role assignments) the capability to 
promote the status of a transaction e.g. from Entered to Posted.  

 

Drilling into an Document then provides, if the item is in an editable state, the 
capability to amend data in situ, add new lines etc.; copy the existing 
document or generate a brand new document of the same type. 

 

Bank Transactions 
Management of bank transactions is a vital part of the accounting process as it 
aids in the planning of forecasts and cash flows within the business. Aqilla 
provides document planning and reviewing these transactions. The Bank 
Transactions Enquiry provides a facility to specifically enquire on such 
document types.  

 



Cash Receipts 
Is used to review a summary of Cash Receipts with drill through to the detail 
contained within the document e.g. payments received from multiple customers.  

Expenses 
Is used to review a summary of Expense documents with drill through to the 
detail contained within the document e.g. individual expense claims with their 
associated scanned receipts, notes, tax and VAT analysis. 

 

Given sufficient rights, selecting a specific claim can provide the user with the 
option to Release or Re-Release if the document was previously rejected in the 
last cycle.  

Goods Receipts 
Provides a facility to review, and update the status in situ of all or a range of 
Goods Receipts present in the system. 

Miscellaneous 
A query for selecting data filtered by the Miscellaneous Document type.  A drill 
down option is available which enables a deeper insight into the selected 
document as shown below. If still editable, the user can add new line items by 
clicking on the Add icon (or likewise delete). Additional narrative or comments 
can be entered in the same way in situ by clicking the Additional Text icon. 

 

Payrolls  
Provides a facility to review, and update the status in situ of all or a range of 
Payroll related transactions in the system. 

Prepayments 

Provides a facility to review, and update the status in situ of all or a range of 
Prepayments present in the system. 

Purchases invoices  

Provides a facility to review, and update the status in situ of all or a range of 
Purchase Invoices present in the system. 

 



Adjustments to the document can be made, with new items added, items deleted, 
attachments and additional text or narrative added. When complete the user can 
Post, Rough Post or Release. As is the case throughout the rest of Aqilla, column 
data can be sorted on the fly in ascending, descending and entry sequence.  

Purchase orders 
Provides a facility to review, and update the status in situ of all or a range of 
Purchase Orders present in the system. 

Sales invoices 
Provides a facility to review, and update the status in situ of all or a range of Sales 
Invoices present in the system. As with other enquiries the selection criteria is 
appropriate the task in this case offering a range of fields including Document 
Reference, Status, Gross Value, Document Date, Due date and obviously 
Customer.   

Multiple selections can be made and tested by clicking the Run icon or pressing 
the ‘Enter’ button. 

 

Selecting a specific invoice from the resulting table drills through to the source 
document. If editable additional lines can be added and other details amended as 
required. 

 

 

Time sheets 
Provides a facility to review, and update the status in situ of all or a range of 
Timesheets present in the system, with options to search by Person, State, 
Document Date and Week Commencing or by User ID. 

VAT detail enquiry 
Provides a facility to enquire on transactions that make up a VAT report with 
options, depending upon the systems configuration, to select data by VAT Period 
Ending date, Report Type (e.g. Sales and Other Outputs, Acquisitions From 
Other EC Member States, Purchases and Other Inputs and Supplies of Goods To 
Other EC Member Sates. 

 

 



Processes 



Processes 
Depending upon the user profile selecting the Processes tab displays a range of 
options to process payments, pay suppliers and reconcile accounts. 

 

Account reconciliation 
This function is designed to help the user to manually reconcile transactions recorded 
in a bank account within Aqilla against printed statements provided by the bank. 

 

The user selects the bank account code or account name using the Smart Search field, 
and the Cut off Date of the bank statement. If the bank account statement agrees with 
the transactions within Aqilla, the cut off balance will correspond with the bank 
statement total. The user can select an individual Transaction Reference, drill down to 
the related transactions and then press the back button back to the original 
information. To reconcile, simply select which transactions to reconcile by clicking 
the check box on the left and then the Reconcile button at the bottom. 

 

Automatic Bank Reconciliation 
This function is designed to help the user to automatically reconcile transactions 
recorded in a bank account within Aqilla against statements provided by the bank 
in a data file. The user can import an electronic statement file available from most 
banks (often in an industry standard .ofx format) by clicking the upload icon, 
selecting the source file and then press the Upload button. Aqilla then seeks to 
automatically identify the proposed matches with the transactions within Aqilla 
displayed on the left and the transactions as detailed on the bank statement on the 
right. 

 

Aqilla indicates a proposed match on the items displayed by placing a ‘Pin’ icon in 
the far left column and highlighting the line by showing the matched lines as 
green. Unmatched transactions are represented as black text. A user can drill 
through to source Documents to check on details by clicking on the blue links 
where available.  If a proposed match is incorrect, the Pin can be selected and the 
selected transaction will be shown unmatched. The Reconcile button at the 
bottom of the screen is used to apply the proposed matches. 



Debits 
Aqilla also offers the user a simple and efficient debtor management solution, 
which enables the efficient planning of debtor payment commitments from 
customers selecting by range of accounts, currency, due date and transaction 
state. 

 

From the summary screen of proposed debits, the user may drill into a specific 
account to review the individual transactions which make up the balance and if 
necessary modify status information as necessary. Doing so will dynamically 
update the proposed debit balances by account. Once the Debits button is pressed 
the corresponding transactions are automatically generated for each account and 
allocated against the source invoice. This process saves a not inconsiderable 

amount of time by removing the burden of having to go through a separate invoice 
/ payment allocation process. 

Payments 
Aqilla also offers the user a fast and efficient payments management process, 
which can almost instantaneously generate a proposed payments schedule based 
on a range of criteria, which includes an account range, currency, due date, 
payment method and status (Entered or Ready To Pay, Forced or Payment 
Withheld).  

At this point individual Suppliers can be selected and the transactions making up 
the proposed payment balance, based on the selected criteria to be reviewed in 
detail.  This allows for example for a specific item to be flagged and Withheld and 
therefore demoted from the original selection, in which case the proposed 
payment value to that supplier is denuded by the corresponding amount. 
Alternatively a number of discrete invoices could be marked as requiring a 
payment by exception in which case the status could be changed to ‘Forced’. 

 

The system will not allow the user to proceed to generate the Payment and the 
optional Remittance Documents until such time as they have entered a value in 
the Payment Date field. This reduces the risk of accidentally paying suppliers 
inadvertently or prior to appropriate sign off. 

  

 



Likewise with the Debits function, the Payments process once the payments file is 
generated automatically generates the corresponding transactions in Aqilla and 
allocates such payments against the original invoices. This process saves a not 
inconsiderable amount of time by removing the burden of having to go through a 
separate invoice / payment allocation process. 

Transaction Matching 
This very useful function within Aqilla provides a facility for the system to 
suggest automatic allocations of manual payments from customers / by suppliers 
against invoices held on the system, Selecting an account filtered if required by an 
appropriate period range, the user is presented a split summary screen with all of 

the invoices on the account appearing on the left hand side and any 
corresponding payments on the right. 

The system displays a range of action buttons such as this  in the toolbar 
depending upon what data is selected. These icons allow for transactions to be 
allocated, unallocated or split (for example where one payment has been made to 
cover a number of invoices or where a customer has overpaid for what ever 
reason). 

By default the system attempts to match invoices and payments based on value. If 
a match is found the line is highlighted in green and a proposed match ‘Pin’ 
placed in the far left column. Unmatched transactions are displayed as black. , the 
user can then decide to match transactions with invoices that have been partially 
paid. 

 
Once the user is happy with the selection and proposed allocations, they can 
select the Match function at the bottom of the screen. This automatically allocates 
the both sides of the transactions and results in a status update from Unallocated 
to Allocated, which is used frequently throughout the system to provide a focus 
on outstanding items due in accounts. 



Excel Add-In 



” Aqilla has proved 
much more flexible 
and cost-effective than 
our previous system.” 

 

One way that the system exploits modern web services is 
through the use of the Microsoft Excel Add-in. With this add-

in installed, the user may very simply analyse live data, 
update reference data or import transactional data from an 

Excel worksheet. 

 

Introducing Aqilla’s Add-In for 
Microsoft Excel 
One way that the system exploits modern web services is 
through the use of the Microsoft Excel Add-in. With this 
add-in installed, the user may very simply analyse live data, 
update reference data or import transactional data from an 
Excel worksheet. At present the Excel Add-In only 
supports Microsoft Windows versions of Excel (2003, 2007 
and 2010).  

It does not at present support Excel 2011 for Mac as this 
version does not support the required .Net extensions 
inherent in the Windows release used to communicate with 
Aqilla’s web services API. 

Installing the Add-in 
The Aqilla Excel add-in must first be installed on the PC 
you will be using. The add-in can be downloaded from  
www.aqilla.com/integration in the “Integration with 
Microsoft Excel” section. Before downloading, you will 

need to contact Aqilla support for a User Name and 
Password to access this download. 

Once the file has been downloaded, extract the ZIP file into 
a temporary folder and follow the instructions in the 
AddinReadMe.txt file. 

The add-in performs a version check when it connects to the 
Aqilla server. There are three conditions that may result: 

1. The versions match and it is Ok to continue 
2. The versions do not match but they are compatible. 

It is Ok to continue but without the new 
functionality. 

3. The versions do not match (or the add-in has been 
corrupted). A new version of the add-in must be 
installed before continuing. 

The add-in is designed to work with 32 bit versions of 
Microsoft Excel 2003, 2007, and 2010 running on Microsoft 
Windows XP, Vista, or Windows 7. 

 



Connecting to Aqilla 
From the Add-Ins menu in Excel select Aqilla and Configure Connection. The 
following dialogue is displayed: 

 

The Host Address and login details are the same as you use to log into Aqilla through 
the web browser. The details of the connection will be saved if the spreadsheet is 
saved except the password, which you will be asked to supply next time the add-in 
needs to connect to the server. 

Add-in Basics 
The add-in uses a set of “Aqilla Functions” to extract data from the server. These 
functions can be accessed like any other Excel function and are grouped in their own 
category, thus: 

 

 

The Aqilla Add-Ins menu options are used to update Aqilla from data in the 
spreadsheet. 

 

Managing Reference Data 
Most functions found under the Reference tab in Aqilla have equivalent functions 
within the add-in. As an example the maintenance of Customer data is described 
below. 

1. It is recommended that at least one record be created first through the 
web application, as this will provide a template for adding further 
records. 

2. Select the top-left cell in the worksheet and then select Insert Function 
(either from the Excel Formula Bar or the Menu option Formulas). Then 
select category Aqilla Functions and function get Customers (see the 
screenshot in the previous section) and press the OK button. AS there are 
no parameters to enter for these functions, press the OK button again in 
the Function Arguments dialogue. The worksheet will be populated with 
the Customer’s data from Aqilla. 

 

 



 

You will note that the first two columns have checkboxes for Updates and 
Deleting and the third column is reserved for any error messages. The 
column after Status is normally hidden and contains the internal 
identification of the record. Do not change this. 

3. To amend any data simply edit the relevant cells. The Update checkbox will 
be automatically checked against any row that has changed. Once you have 
finished making the changes to the data use the Aqilla add-in menu 
Customer Service/Update Customers to update the server. 

 

If any errors are detected, a message will be displayed in the Status column 
otherwise the Update checkbox will be cleared. 

4. To add one or more new customers, enter the data to the worksheet beneath 
the last displayed record, lining up the data with the existing data. When you 

are ready to apply the new data, select all the new data columns and 
rows, ensuring that any blank columns are also selected and use the add-
in menu to Add Customers. 

 

 

If the data has been entered correctly, the new customers will appear at the 
bottom of the existing list. The original data used to add the new customers 
will be left displayed at the bottom of the worksheet. Since any records in error 
are not added, you should check that no errors have been displayed against 
any of the additions, particularly if the number of records that are being 
created is large. 

5. To delete one or more customers, check the Delete checkbox and use the add-
in menu to Delete Customers. 
 
Any customers that have been deleted are marked in the Status column as 
Deleted otherwise an error message will be displayed explaining why the 
customer cannot be deleted. 

To refresh the customer data from the server, use the add-in menu Refresh 

Functions/Customer Service/Customer Data. Any changes made in the 
worksheet will be overwritten with the data from the server. 

If you want to remove the Customer data from the current worksheet, select 
Remove Customers Section from the add-in menu. 

 



 

Uploading Documents 
1. First from the add-in menu select Get Supported Ledger Definitions. This 

will download to the add-in details of the supported ledgers for your 
implementation. Select the ledger that is to be used from Ledger Definitions. 

2. Select the top-left cell in the worksheet. Using the add-in menu select the 
document type you wish to use. Sales Invoice Service documents will be used 
for this example. 

 

3. Select Get column labels of SalesInvoiceService. 
 

 

The fields relating to the sales invoice header are displayed on the left of the 
worksheet and the fields relating to the sales invoice detail lines on the right. 
Columns displayed with a green background are mandatory, columns with a grey 
background are optional and the server displays columns with a blue background 
when the document has been added to Aqilla. The exact columns displayed will 
depend on the configuration of your system. 

 

Data is entered under the relevant columns. Where a document has more than 
one detail line, the header columns must be left blank for the second and 
subsequent lines. The example above shows two documents with the first having 
two detail lines and the second just one detail line. 

When the documents are ready to be uploaded, highlight all the columns and 
rows (including any blank columns) and use the add-in menu Add 
SalesInvoiceService option. If the data is all valid for a document, the system will 
respond with the next invoice Reference. Otherwise, the document will be 
rejected and an error message displayed. 



 

Any documents that have been added through the add-in will appear in Aqilla in the 
Sales Invoices (Services) list of documents with a state of Entered. These documents 
may be further edited within the Aqilla prior to posting.  If the add-in menu Add and 
Post SalesInvoiceService option is used and the document is valid, it will be posted 
directly into the ledger into the currently selected Period defined by the user within 
Aqilla. 

Managing Budget Data 

Aqilla provides a specific document type for maintaining budget data that can be 
accessed by the add-in. Before the document can be accessed by the add-in it must 
first be created in the web application. This document can be as little as just a header 
or it can be populated with one or more rows of data. The creation of the budget 
document header will define the structure of the document for the add-in, in particular 
the number of periods and whether there is any analysis breakout.  A list of budget 
documents can be obtained by the add-in using the getBudgetHeaders function, which 
displays the key information about each budget document. 

 

The access to an individual budget document is through the getBudgetDetails 
function. Enter the Budget Reference in the Functions Arguments dialogue. Note 
that the reference should be entered within quotation marks. 

 

This function behaves in the same way as the Reference maintenance functions 
described earlier such that budget data can be updated and lines added or deleted 
through the Budget Service in the add-in menu. The data can also be refreshed 
from the server using the add-in menu Refresh Functions. The budget document 
is posted through the main Aqilla web browser application. 

Account and Ledger Enquiries 
The add-in provides functions that perform account and ledger enquiries similar 
to the enquiry functions provided in the main Aqilla application through the web 
browser. The examples described below will be based on the Account enquiry 
however the Ledger enquiry functions behave in the same way. 

1. Select the cell in the worksheet where you wish to start displaying the 
enquiry and then select Insert Function and select function 
accountEnquiry. The Function Arguments dialogue lists a number of 
parameters applicable to the enquiry. Most parameters are optional 
except for the Account Code and Period Operation. For a simple 
account enquiry just enter the Account Code and ANY for the Period 
Operation. Note that you may need to place quotation marks around  



the account code as Excel might confuse the code with a cell reference. 
Running the function will display all the transactions for the selected account. 

2. If you want to change the selections, select the top-left cell of the enquiry and 
select Insert Function again. The Functions Arguments will be redisplayed. 
As you move between the parameters, help text is displayed at the bottom of 
the dialogue. The example shown below has the Period Operation changed to 
BETWEEN and the Period From and Period To parameter dates have been 
entered. Note that the list of parameters is scrolled in the display. 

 

More complex enquires can be performed by specifying Dynamic Parameters and 

Selected Columns. 
Rather than displaying all the available columns in the enquiry, you can specify 
which columns to display and in which order. You can also apply some 
additional selection criteria using the Dynamic Parameters. 
 

1. Create some blank lines at the top of the worksheet (4 will do for this 
example). 

2. To define the columns to report, select the top-left cell in the worksheet 
and using the function accountEnquiryTags a list of the columns will be 
displayed in the top row. From this list displayed, select the columns that 
you wish to use by placing them in a row in the sequence you want 
displayed. Return to the top-left column of the first line of the enquiry 
and select the Insert Function button to amend the parameters. In the 
Function Arguments dialogue go to the Selected Columns parameter 
(last parameter) and highlight the columns selected above. Note that on 
older versions of Excel it is important to select the columns in this way 
and not type in the column range manually otherwise Excel does not 
recognise that this is a parameter array. When the function is run, you 
will see only the columns selected and without headings. You can create 
your own meaningful headings on the line above the enquiry values. 

3. To specify additional selection criteria, define on a spare row on the 
worksheet the name of the field to select by in the first column, the 
selection criteria in the second column and one or two values in the next 
two columns depending on the selection criteria. In Dynamic Parameters 
in the Function Arguments highlight the selection criteria columns. 

 

 

 



In the example shown below, the Text1 field is selecting values starting with 
“PCs:” using the LIKE selection criteria.   

 

Note that more than one selection criteria can be used if the Dynamic Parameters 
specify more than one row in the worksheet. 

AccountDynamicParameterNames is an additional helper function that will 
display a list of the names with a short description that may be used for selections. 
It is recommended that this function be run in a separate worksheet. 

The parameters defined in the Function Arguments dialogue can refer to cells in 
the spreadsheet rather than entering them directly into the dialogue. This, and 
hiding rows that contain parameters, can provide a simpler interface for regular 
use. The example below makes use of some of Excel’s embedded controls. 

 

 

 

“An on-demand system is critical 
for our business, and Aqilla has 

proved to be a highly productive 
solution that has clearly saved us 

time. The software is excellent and 
easy to use, and the people at 

Aqilla have been fast to respond, 
easy to deal with, open and 

efficient - just like their system.” 
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